This paper studies distributed estimation and support recovery for highdimensional linear regression model with heavy-tailed noise. To deal with heavy-tailed noise whose variance can be infinite, we adopt the quantile regression loss function instead of the commonly used squared loss. However, the non-smooth quantile loss poses new challenges to high-dimensional distributed estimation in both computation and theoretical development. To address the challenge, we transform the response variable and establish a new connection between quantile regression and ordinary linear regression. Then, we provide a distributed estimator that is both computationally and communicationally efficient, where only the gradient information is communicated at each iteration. Theoretically, we show that, after a constant number of iterations, the proposed estimator achieves a near-oracle convergence rate without any restriction on the number of machines. Moreover, we establish the theoretical guarantee for the support recovery. The simulation analysis is provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
Introduction
The development of internet technology has led to the generation of modern data that exhibits several challenges in statistical estimation:
1. The first challenge comes from the scalability of the data. In particular, modern large-scale data usually cannot be fit into memory or are collected in a distributed environment. For example, a personal computer usually has a limited memory size in GBs; while the data stored on a hard disk could have a size in TBs. In addition, sensor network data are naturally collected by many sensors. For these types of large-scale data, traditional methods, which load all the data into memory and run a certain optimization procedure (e.g., Lasso), are no longer applicable due to both storage and computation issues.
2. The second challenge comes from the dimensionality of data. High-dimensional data analysis has been an important research area in statistics over the past decade. A sparse model is commonly adopted in high-dimensional literature and support recovery is an important task for high-dimensional analysis (see, e.g., Zhao and Yu (2006) ; Wainwright (2009) ; Bühlmann and Van De Geer (2011); Tibshirani et al. (2015) ). There are some recent work on statistical estimation for high-dimensional distributed data (see, e.g., Zhao et al. (2014) , Lee et al. (2017) , Battey et al. (2018) ). However, these work usually adopt a de-biased approach, which leads to a dense estimated coefficient vector. Moreover, the support recovery problem in a distributed setting still largely remains open.
3. The third challenge comes from heavy-tailed noise, which is prevalent in practice (see, e.g., Hsu and Sabato (2016) ; Fan et al. (2017) ; Chen et al. (2018) ; Sun et al. (2018) ; Zhou et al. (2018) ). When the finite variance assumption for the noise does not exist, most existing theories based on least squares or Huber loss in robust statistics will no longer be applicable.
The main purpose of the paper is to provide a new estimation approach for high-dimensional linear regression in a distributed environment and establish the theoretical results on both estimation and support recovery. More specifically, we consider the following linear model,
where X = (1, X 1 , . . . , X p ) T is a (p+1)-dimensional vector, β * = (β * 0 , β * 1 , . . . , β * p ) T is the true regression coefficient, with β * 0 being the intercept, and e is the noise. We only assume that e is independent of the covariate vector (X 1 , . . . , X p ) T and the density function of e exists. It is worthwhile noting that the independence assumption has been adopted in estimating robust linear models when using a quantile loss function (see, e.g., Zou and Yuan (2008) ; Fan et al. (2014) ). In Remark 2, we will briefly comment on how to extend our method to the case when the noise is not independent with covariates. Furthermore, we allow the dimension p to be much larger than the sample size n (e.g., p = o(n ν ) for some ν > 0). We assume that β * is a sparse vector with s non-zero elements.
In this paper, we allow a very heavy-tailed noise e, whose variance can be infinite (e.g., Cauchy distribution). For such a heavy-tailed noise, the squaredloss based Lasso approach is no longer applicable. To address this challenge, we can assume without loss of generality that P(e ≤ 0) = τ for a specified quantile level τ ∈ (0, 1) (otherwise, we can shift the first component to be β * 0 − q τ so that this assumption holds, where q τ is the τ -th quantile of e). Then, it is easy to see that
where ρ τ (x) = x(τ −1[x ≤ 0]) (see, e.g., Koenker (2005) ) is known as the quantile regression (QR) loss function. Given n i.i.d. samples (X i , Y i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the high-dimensional QR estimator takes the following form,
where |β| 1 the 1 -regularization of β, and λ n is the regularization parameter. It is worthwhile noting that in robust statistical literature, the MOM (median of means) has been adopted to corrupted data in high-dimensional settings (Hsu and Sabato, 2014; Lugosi and Mendelson, 2016; Lecué and Lerasle, 2017; Lugosi and Mendelson, 2017; Lecué and Lerasle, 2018) . However, the MOM is a multi-stage method that requires data splitting. Moreover, when true regression coefficients are sparse, support recovery guarantee is not available in existing MOM literature. Moreover, the quantile loss has been a useful approach to deal with heavy-tailed noise, see, e.g., Fan et al. (2014) for single quantile level and Zou and Yuan (2008) for multiple quantile levels. However, the existing literature does not address the challenging issue on efficient distributed implementation, which is the main focus of this paper.
Although the adoption of QR loss provides robustness to heavy-tailed noises, it also poses new challenges due to limited computation power and memory to store data especially when the sample size and dimension are both large. Therefore, distributed estimation procedure becomes increasingly important. The main purpose of the paper is to develop a new estimation approach for highdimensional QR and establish the theoretical results on both estimation and support recovery. In fact, as we will survey in the next paragraph, the support recovery problem in a high-dimensional distributed setting still largely remains as an open problem.
In a distributed setting, let us assume n samples are stored in L local machines. In particular, we split the data index set {1, 2, . . . , n} into H 1 , . . . , H L , where H k denotes the set of indices on the k-th machine. For the ease of illustration, we assume that the data are evenly distributed (n/L is an integer) and each local machine has the sample size |H k | = m = n/L (see Remark 1 at the end of Section 3 for the discussion on general data partitions). On each machine, one can construct a local estimator β k by solving
Then the final estimator of β * can be naturally taken as the averaging esti-
This method is usually known as averaging divideand-conquer approach (see, e.g., Li et al. (2013); Zhao et al. (2016); Fan et al. (2019) ; Shi et al. (2018) ; Banerjee et al. (2019) ). Although this method enjoys low communication cost (i.e., one-shot communication), the obtained estimator is usually no longer sparse. Instead of constructing the local estimator in its original form as in (3), there are a number of works that construct a de-biased estimator as the local estimator, and then take the average (see, e.g., Zhao et al. (2014) ; Lee et al. (2017) ; Battey et al. (2018) ). In particular, Zhao et al. (2014) studied the averaging divide-and-conquer approach for high-dimensional QR based on de-biased estimator. There are several issues of the averaging de-biased estimator for high-dimensional distributed estimation. First, due to de-biasing, the local estimator on each machine is no longer sparse and thus the final averaging estimator cannot be used for support recovery. Second, the debiased approach needs to estimate a p × p precision matrix Σ −1 , which requires each machine to solve p optimization problems (see, e.g., Eq. (3.17) in Zhao et al. (2014) ), while each optimization problem involves computing a variant of the CLIME estimator . In other words, instead of solving one p-dimensional optimization as in (3), the de-biased estimator requires to solve (p + 1) optimization problems. This would be computationally very expensive especially when p is large. Finally, the theoretical result of the averaging estimator requires that the number of machines L is not too large. For example, in high-dimensional QR, the theoretical development in Zhao et al. (2014) requires
, where s is the number of non-zero elements in β * . It would be an interesting theoretical question on how to remove such a constraint on L. In Wang et al. (2017) and Jordan et al. (2018) , they develop iterative methods with multiple rounds of aggregations (instead of one-shot averaging), which relax the condition on the number of machines. However, their methods and theory require the loss function to be second-order differentiable and thus cannot be applied to the non-smooth QR loss. We also note that Chen et al. (2019) studied distributed QR problem in a low dimensional setting, where β * is dense and p grows much more slowly than n.
In this paper, we propose a new distributed estimator for estimating highdimensional linear model with heavy-tailed noise. We first show that the estimation of regression coefficient β * can be resorted to a penalized least squares optimization problem with a pseudo-response Y i instead of Y i . This leads to a pooled estimator, which essentially solves a Lasso problem with the squared loss based on Y i , without requiring any moment condition on the noise term. This pooled estimator is computationally much more efficient than solving highdimensional QR (2) in a single machine setting.
Moreover, our result establishes an interesting connection between the QR estimation and the ordinary linear regression. This connection translates a nonsmooth objective function to a smooth one, which greatly facilitates computation in a distributed setting. Given the transformed penalized least squares formulation, we further provide a communication efficient distributed algorithm, which runs iteratively and only communicates (p + 1)-dimensional gradient information at each iteration (instead of the (p + 1) × (p + 1) matrix information). Our distributed algorithm is essentially an approximate Newton method (see, e.g., Shamir et al. (2014) ), which uses gradient information to approximate Hessian information and thus allows efficient communication. In this paper, we provide a more intuitive derivation of the method simply based on the standard Lasso theory.
Then we establish the theoretical properties of the proposed distributed estimator. We first establish the convergence rate in 2 -norm for one iteration (Theorem 1). Based on this result, we further characterize the convergence rate for multiple iterations. We show that, after a constant number of iterations, our method achieves a near-oracle rate of s log(max(p, n))/n (Theorem 2). This rate is identical to the rate of 1 -regularized QR in a single machine setting (Belloni and Chernozhukov, 2011) , and almost matches the oracle rate s/n (upto a logarithmic factor) where the true support is known. Furthermore, we provide the support recovery result of the distributed estimator. We first show that the estimated support is a subset of the true support with high probability (Theorem 3 and 4). Then we characterize the "beta-min" condition for the exact support recovery, and we show that the "beta-min" condition becomes weaker as the number of iterations increases (Theorem 4). Again, after a constant number of iterations, the lower bound in our "beta-min" condition matches the ideal case with all the samples on a single machine. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first support recovery result for high-dimensional robust distributed estimation.
Paper Organization and Notations
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the estimator and provide our algorithm. In Section 3 we provide the theoretical guarantee for the convergence rate and support recovery for our estimator. Numerical experiments based on simulation are provided in Section 4 to illustrate the performance of the estimator. Section 5 gives some concluding remarks and future directions. The proofs of main theoretical results and more experiments are relegated to Appendix A and B.
For a vector
For two sequences a n and b n we say a n b n if and only if both a n = O(b n ) and b n = O(a n ) hold. For a matrix A, define Λ max (A) and Λ min (A) to be the largest and smallest eigenvalues of A respectively. For a matrix A ∈ R m×n and two subsets of indices S = {s 1 , . . . , s r } ⊆ {1, . . . , m} and T = {t 1 , . . . , t q } ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, we use A S×T to denote the r by q submatrix given by (a s i t j ). We use C, c, c 0 , c 1 , . . . to denote constants whose value may change from place to place, which do not depend on n, p, s and m.
Methodology
In this section, we introduce the proposed method. We start with a robust estimator with Lasso (REL), which establishes the connection between quantile regression (QR) and ordinary linear regression in a single machine setting. This proposed estimator will motivate the construction of our distributed estimator.
Robust Estimator with Lasso (REL)
Our method is inspired by the Newton-Raphson method. Consider the following stochastic optimization problem,
where G(β; X, Y ) is the loss function. In G(β; X, Y ), X and Y are random covariates and response and β is the coefficient vector of interest. To solve this stochastic optimization problem, the population version of the Newton-Raphson iteration takes the following form
where β 0 is an initial solution, g(β; X, Y ) is the subgradient of the loss function G(β; X, Y ) with respect to β, and H(β) := ∂E[g(β; X, Y )]/∂β denotes the population Hessian matrix of EG(β; X, Y ). In particular, let us consider the case where G(β; X, Y ) is the QR loss, i.e.,
Given G(β; X, Y ) in (6), the subgradient and Hessian matrix take the form of
is the density function of the noise e. When the initial estimator β 0 is close to the true parameter β * , H(β 0 ) will be close to H(β * ) = Σf (0), where Σ = EXX T is the population covariance matrix of the covariates X. Using H(β * ) in (5) motivates the following iteration,
Further, under some regularity conditions, we have the following Taylor expan-
Combine it with (7), and it is easy to see that
In summary, if we have a consistent estimator β 0 , we can refine it by the NewtonRaphson iteration in (7). Next, we show how to translate the Newton-Raphson iteration into a least squares optimization problem. First we rewrite the equation (7) to be
Let us define a new response variable Y as
To further encourage the sparsity of the estimator, it is natural to consider the following 1 -regularized problem,
where β 1,λ is sparse and can achieve a better convergence rate than β 0 . So far, we have shown that if we have a consistent estimator β 0 of β * , then the estimation of the high-dimensional sparse β * can be implemented by solving a penalized least squares optimization in (8) instead of the penalized QR optimization. It is well known that the latter optimization problem is computationally expensive when n is large since the QR loss is non-smooth. More importantly, the transformation from QR loss to least squares will greatly facilitate the development of the distributed estimator. In particular, our distributed estimator is derived from the Lasso theory, which is based on the squared loss (see Section 2.2). Now, we are ready to define the empirical version of β 1,λ in a single machine setting. Let β 0 be an initial estimator of β * and f (0) be an estimator of the density f (0). We use β 0 to denote the empirical version of the initial estimator, which is distinguished from the population version β 0 . Given n i.i.d. samples (X i , Y i ) from (1), for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we construct
It is natural to estimate β * by the empirical version of (8):
We note that in a single machine setting, computing this pooled estimator essentially solves a Lasso problem, which is computationally much more efficient than solving an 1 -regularized QR problem. Finally, we choose f (0) to be a kernel density estimator of f (0):
where K(x) is a kernel function which satisfies the condition (C3) (see Section 3) and h → 0 is the bandwidth. The selection of bandwidth will be discussed in our theoretical results (see Section 3).
In the next section, we will introduce a distributed robust estimator with Lasso which can estimate β * with a near-oracle convergence rate.
Distributed Robust Estimator with Lasso
Given our new proposed estimator β pool , we can use the approximate Newton method to solve the distributed estimation problem. To illustrate this technique from the Lasso theory, we first consider a general convex quadratic optimization as follows,
where A is a non-negative definite matrix and b is a vector in R p+1 . From standard Lasso theory (see Bühlmann and Van De Geer (2011) ), we have the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Assume the following conditions hold
Then we have
for some constant c > 0.
Recall that s is the sparsity of β * , i.e., s = p j=0 1[β * j = 0]. Note that the condition (12) is known as the compatibility condition, which is used to provide the 2 -consistency of the Lasso estimator. For the purpose of completeness, we include a proof of Proposition 1 in Appendix A. As one can see from (11), if we can choose a matrix A and a vector b such that λ n is as small as possible, we can obtain a fast convergence rate of β. Now let us discuss how to use Proposition 1 to develop our distributed estimator. Suppose that n samples are stored in L = n/m machines and each local machine has m samples. We first split the data index set {1, 2, . . . , n} into H 1 , . . . , H L with |H k | = m and the k-th machine stores samples
as the sample covariance matrix on the k-th machine and the sample covariance matrix of the entire dataset, respectively. It is worthwhile noting that our algorithm does not need to explicitly compute and communicate Σ k (for k = 1) (see Algorithm 1 for more details).
In Proposition 1, we first choose A = Σ 1 to be the sample covariance matrix computed on the first machine. Our goal is to construct a vector b such that |Aβ * − b| ∞ can be as small as possible. Note that
It can be proved that Σβ * is close to z n := 1 n n i=1 X i Y i (see Proposition 2 in the Appendix A). We note that z n can be computed effectively in a distributed setting since
where z nk can be computed on the k-th local machine. Therefore we can rewrite (15) as
Since β * is unknown, in order to make the second term as small as possible, it is natural to set
we can prove that (see Eq. (39) in the proof of Theorem 1 and 2)
for some specified λ n (see Theorem 1). With A and b in place, the equation (10) leads to the following 1 -regularized quadratic programming,
Note that when m = n, we have β (1) = β pool . In other words, when the data is pooled on a single machine, the proposed distributed estimator automatically reduces to β pool in (9). We also note that Σ β 0 in the vector b can be computed effectively in a distributed manner. In particular, each local machine computes and communicates a (p + 1)-dimensional vector
Our algorithm only communicates z nk = 1 m i∈H k X i Y i and Σ k β 0 to the first machine at each iteration. Therefore, the per-iteration communication complexity is only O(p) and there is no need to communicate the (p + 1) × (p + 1) sample covariance matrix Σ k .
Given (16) as the estimator from the first iteration, it is easy to construct an iterative estimator. In particular, let β (t−1) be the distributed REL in the (t − 1)-th iteration. Define
as the density estimator in the t-th iteration where h t → 0 is the bandwidth for the t-th iteration. The bandwidth h t shrinks as t grows, whose rate will be specified in Theorem 2. Let us define
and
As in (16), our distributed estimator β (t) is the solution of the following 1 -regularized quadratic programming problem:
It is worthwhile noting that the convex optimization problem (18) has been extensively studied in the optimization literature and several efficient optimization methods have been developed, e.g., FISTA (Beck and Teboulle, 2009) , active set method (Solntsev et al., 2015) , and PSSgb (Projected Scaled Subgradient, Gafni-Bertsekas variant, (Schmidt, 2010) ). In our experiments, we adopt the PSSgb optimization method for solving (18). We present the entire distributed estimation procedure in Algorithm 1. For the choice of the initial estimator β 0 , we propose to solve the highdimensional QR problem using the data on the first machine, i.e.,
Note that although this paper uses the (20) as the initial estimator, one can adopt any estimator as β 0 as long as it satisfies the condition (C5) (see Section 3).
Theoretical Results
In this section we provide the theoretical results for our distributed method. We define
. . , L, the number of iterations t, quantile level τ , kernel function K, a sequence of bandwidths h g for g = 1, . . . , t and the regularization parameters λ 0 , λ n,g for g = 1, . . . , t.
1: Compute the initial estimator β (0) = β 0 based on {X i , Y i : i ∈ H 1 }:
2: for g = 1, 2 . . . , t do 3:
Transmit β (g−1) to all local machines.
4:
The k-th machine computes
and sends it back to the first machine.
6:
end for
The first machine computes f (g) (0) based on
Transmit f (g) (0) to all local machines.
9:
The k-th machine computes Σ k β (g−1) and
based on (17) and sends them back to the first machine.
11:
12:
Compute the estimator β (g) on the first machine based on (18). 13: end for Output: The final estimator β (t) .
as the support of β * and s = |S|. We assume the following regular conditions.
(C1) The density function of the noise f (·) is bounded and Lipschitz continuous (i.e., |f (x) − f (y)| ≤ C L |x − y| for any x, y ∈ R and some constant C L > 0). Moreover, we assume f (0) > c > 0 for some constant c.
(C2) Suppose that Σ = EXX T satisfies
for some 0 < α < 1. Also assume that c
(C4) We assume that the covariate X satisfies the sub-Gaussian condition sup |θ| 2 =1 E exp(t(θ T X) 2 ) ≤ C for some t > 0 and C > 0. The dimension p satisfies p = O(n ν ) for some ν > 0. The local sample size m on each machine satisfies m ≥ n c for some 0 < c < 1, and the sparsity level s satisfies s = O(m r ) for some 0 < r < 1/3.
(C5) The initial estimator β 0 satisfies
Condition (C1) is a regular condition on the smoothness of the density function f (·). Condition (C2) is the standard irrepresentable condition, which is commonly adopted to establish support recovery in high-dimensional statistics literature (see, e.g., Zhao and Yu (2006) ; Wainwright (2009); Bühlmann and Van De Geer (2011); Tibshirani et al. (2015) ). Condition (C3) is a standard condition on the kernel function K(·) (see an example of K(·) in Section 4). Condition (C4) is a regular condition on dimension p, local sample size m, sparsity level s and the distribution of X. Condition (C5) is a condition on the convergence rate and support recovery of the initial estimator. Note that in Algorithm 1, the initial estimator β 0 is proposed as the solution to the high-dimensional QR problem using data on the first machine. It can be shown that under conditions (C1), (C2) and (C4), the initial condition (C5) is satisfied under the proposed construction of initial estimator. We also note that by p = O(n ν ) in (C4), we have that log(max(n, p)) = C 1 log(n) for some constant C 1 > 0. Therefore, we will use log(n) in our convergence rates (instead of log(max(n, p))) for notational simplicity.
Let {a n } be the convergence rate of the initial estimator, i.e., | β 0 − β * | 2 = O P (a n ). By condition (C5) we can assume that a n = s(log n)/m. We first provide the convergence rate for β (1) after one iteration. Theorem 1. Let | β 0 − β * | 2 = O P (a n ) and choose the bandwidth h a n , take λ n = C 0 log n n + a n s log n m , with C 0 being a sufficiently large constant. Under (C1)-(C5), we have
With the choice of the bandwidth h shrinking at the same rate as a n , conclusion (22) shows that one iteration enables a refinement of the estimator with its rate improved from a n to max{ s(log n)/n, a n s 2 (log n)/m} where s 2 (log n)/m = o(1) by condition (C4). By recursive applications of Theorem 1, we provide the convergence rate for the multi-iteration estimator β (t) . The next theorem shows that an iterative refinement of the initial estimator will improve the estimation accuracy and achieve a near-oracle rate after a constant number of iterations.
In particular, let us define
From Theorem 2 below, we can see that a n,g is the convergence rate of the estimator β (g) after g iterations.
Theorem 2. Assume that the initial estimator β 0 satisfies
Let h g a n,g−1 for 1 ≤ g ≤ t, and take λ n,g = C 0 log n n + a n,g−1 s log n m ,
with C 0 being a sufficiently large constant. Under (C1)-(C5), we have
It can be shown that when the iteration number t is sufficiently large, i.e.,
the second term in (25) is dominated by the first term, and the convergence rate in (25) becomes | β (t) − β * | 2 = O P ( s(log n)/n). We note that this rate matches the convergence rate of the 1 -regularized QR estimator in a single machine setup (see Belloni and Chernozhukov (2011) ). Moreover, it nearly matches the oracle convergence rate s/n (upto a logarithmic factor) when the support of β * is known. We also note that the conditions m ≥ n c and s = o(m 1/3 ) in (C4) ensure that the right hand side of (26) is bounded by a constant, which implies that a constant number of iterations would guarantee a near-oracle rate of β (t) .
The following theorems provide results on support recovery of the proposed estimators β (1) and β (t) . Recall S = {j : β * j = 0} is the support of β * . Let
Theorem 3. Assume that the conditions in Theorem 1 hold. (i) We have S (1) ⊆ S with probability tending to one.
(ii) In addition, suppose that for a sufficiently large constant C > 0,
Then we have S (1) = S with probability tending to one.
Based on Theorem 3, we can further obtain the support recovery result for β (t) , which requires a weaker condition on min
Theorem 4. Assume the conditions in Theorem 2 hold. (i) We have S (t) ⊆ S with probability tending to one.
Then we have S (t) = S with probability tending to one.
Note that the "beta-min" condition gets weaker as t increases. When t satisfies (26), the condition (28) will reduce to min
n , which matches the rate of the lower bound for the "beta-min" condition in Lasso in a single machine setting (see Wainwright (2009) ). Below we further provide two remarks on our method. Remark 1. It is worthwhile noting that we assume the data is evenly split only for the ease of discussions. In fact, the local sample size m in our theoretical results is the sample size on the first machine in Algorithm 1 (a.k.a. the central machine in distributed computing). As long as the sample size m on the first machine is specified, our method does not depend on the partition of the entire dataset.
Remark 2. We note that the proposed estimator can be generalized to the case when the noise e and the covariates X are not independent. More specifically, without the independence assumption, we assume P(e ≤ 0|X) = τ for some specified τ ∈ (0, 1). The Hessian matrix becomes H(β * ) = E(XX T f (0|X)). Although H(β * ) no longer takes the form of Σf (0) when the noise depends on covariates, it can be approximate by
we construct the following quantities:
Then, we can construct the pooled estimator (i.e., the counterpart of (9)) by solving the following Lasso problem with both transformed input X i,h and response Y i,h :
Using a similar distributed approach described in Section 2.2, the pooled estimator in Eq. (29) can be extended into a distributed estimator. Although the extension to the dependent case seems relatively straightforward, the nonparametric estimation of the conditional density f (0|X) has the issue of "curse of dimensionality", especially when X is high-dimensional. Without any strong assumption on f (0|X), it requires a huge number of local samples to construct an accurate estimator D 1,h = 1 m i∈H 1
X i,h X T i,h in the distributed implementation. We leave more investigation of the dependent noise case to future work.
Simulation Study
In this section, we report the simulation studies to illustrate the performance of our distributed REL.
Simulation Setup
We consider the following linear model
where
The covariance matrix Σ is constructed by Σ ij = 0.5 |i−j| for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p. We fix the dimension p = 500 and choose the loss function to be the QR loss with quantile level τ = 0.3. Note that other choices of τ lead to similar results in the experiment. Let s be the sparsity level and the true coefficient is set to
We consider the following three noise distributions:
1. Normal: the noise e i ∼ N(0, 1).
2. Cauchy: the noise e i ∼ Cauchy(0, 1).
3. Exponential: the noise e i ∼ exp(1).
We note that the variance of the Cauchy distribution is infinite. The initial estimator is computed by directly solving the 1 -regularized QR optimization using only the data on the first machine (see Eq. (19)). At each iteration, the constant C 0 in the regularization parameter λ n,g in (24) is chosen by validation.
In particular, we choose C 0 to minimize the quantile loss on an independently generated validation dataset with the sample size m. For the choice of the kernel function K(·), we use a biweight kernel function 
It is easy to verify that K(·) satisfies the condition (C3). We also note that other choices of K(·) provide similar results. From Theorem 1 and 2 in Section 3, the bandwidth is set to h g = ca n,g−1 for some constant c > 0, where a n,g−1 is defined in (23). In our simulation study, we simply choose h g = a n,g−1 (i.e., set the constant c = 1) for convenience. In fact, our algorithm is quite robust with respect to the choice of the bandwidth (see the sensitivity analysis in Section 4.5).
We compare the performance of the proposed distributed REL (dist REL for short) with other two approaches:
1. Averaging divide-and-conquer (Avg-DC) which computes the 1 -regularized QR (see Eq. (3)) on each local machine and combines the local estimators by taking the average.
2. Robust estimator with Lasso (REL) on a single machine with pooled data (see Eq. (9)), which is denoted by pooled REL.
Note that the 1 -regularized QR estimator in (2) and the de-biased averaging divide-and-conquer estimator (see Zhao et al. (2014) ) are not included in most comparisons because they are computationally very expensive to be implemented in our setting, with large n and p. Moreover, the de-biased estimator generates a dense estimated coefficient due to the de-biasing procedure. In the experiment on computation efficiency (see Section B.2 in the Appendix B), we compare the running time of our method to the 1 -regularized QR estimator. The result shows that our method achieves a similar performance as the 1 -regularized QR estimator and it is computationally much more efficient. Due to space limitations, we relegate the experiments on the effect of the sparsity level s and computation time to the Appendix B.
Effect of the Number of Iterations
We first show the performance of our distribute REL by varying the number of iterations. We fix the sample size n = 10000, local sample size m = 500, the sparsity level s = 20 and dimension p = 500. We plot the 2 -error from the true QR coefficients versus the number of iterations. Since the Avg-DC only requires one-shot communication, we use a horizontal line to show its performance. The results are shown in Figure 1 . From the result, both pooled REL and distributed REL outperform the Avg-DC algorithm and become stable after a few iterations. Moreover, the distributed REL almost matches the performance of pooled REL for all three noises.
Effect of the QR Loss Under Heavy-Tailed Noise
We study the effect of the QR loss in the presence of heavy-tailed noise. We compare with the standard Lasso estimator in a single machine setting with pooled data. We vary the sample size n and compute the F 1 -score and the 2 -error for the distributed REL, Pooled REL, Avg-DC, and the Lasso estimator. The sample size n is fixed to n = 10000 and the local sample size m is 500. The F 1 -score is defined as
which is commonly used as an evaluation of support recovery (note that F 1 -score=1 implies perfect support recovery). In Table 1 , 2 and 3, we report the results for all three types of noises. As expected, when the noise is normal, the Lasso estimator has smaller 2 -error and better support recovery. However, when the noise has a slightly heavier tail (e.g., exponential noise), both the distributed REL and pooled REL outperform the Lasso estimator in 2 -error. In the case of heavy-tailed noise (e.g., Cauchy noise), the Lasso approach completely fails with very large 2 -errors while the distributed REL is much better in both 2 -error and support recovery. It is clear that the Lasso estimator is not robust to heavy-tailed noises, and therefore we omit the Lasso estimator in the rest of the simulation studies. Table 3 : The F 1 -score and 2 -error of the distributed REL, pooled REL, Avg-DC, and Lasso estimator under different sample size n. Noises are generated from exponential distribution. The local sample size is fixed to m = 500. 
Effect of Sample Size and Local Sample Size
In this section, we investigate how the performance of the distributed REL changes with the total sample size n and the local sample size m. We fix sparsity level s = 20, p = 500, and vary the sample size n ∈ {5000, 10000, 20000} and the local sample size m ∈ {200, 500, 1000}. The precision, recall of the support recovery and the 2 -error are reported for each estimator. The results are shown in Table 4 , 5 and 6. From the results, we observe that both distributed REL and pooled REL outperform the Avg-DC algorithm in all settings. The 2 -error of the distributed REL improves as the local sample size m grows and it becomes close to pooled REL when m is large. This is expected since the pooled REL is a special case of distributed REL with m = n. We also observe that the precision and recall of the distributed REL are both close to 1, which indicates good support recovery. In particular, the recall of our distributed REL is always 1, implying that all the relevant variables are selected. The precision of our method is close to 1, which indicates that only a very small number of irrelevant variables are selected. On the other hand, the precision of Avg-DC is very small because the averaging procedure results in a dense estimator, especially when m is small.
For better visualization, with the sample size n = 20000 fixed, we vary the local sample size m and plot the 2 -error and F 1 -score. The results are presented in Figure 2 and 3. Similarly, in Figure 4 and 5, we fix the local sample size m = 500 and vary the total sample size n. From Figure 2 we can see that the 2 -error of distributed REL is close to that of pooled REL when m is not too small, and both of them outperform the Avg-DC estimator. From Figure 4 we observe that the 2 -error of distributed REL is close to that of pooled REL and both errors decrease as the sample size n becomes large. However, the 2 -error of the Avg-DC estimator stays large and fails to converge as the sample size n increases. From Figure 3 and 5 we can see that the F 1 -score of both distributed REL and pooled REL are close to 1, while the Avg-DC approach clearly fails in support recovery in high-dimensional settings.
Sensitivity Analysis for the Bandwidth
In this section, we study the sensitivity of the scaling constant in the bandwidth of the proposed REL. Recall that the bandwidth is h = ca n,g where a n,g is defined in (23) with c > 0 being the scaling constant. We vary the sample size n and the constant c from 0.5 to 10 and compute the F 1 -score and the 2 -error of the distributed REL, pooled REL, and the Avg-DC estimator. Due to space limitations, we report the Cauchy noise case as an example. For other noises, the performance is even less sensitive. The results are shown in Table 7 . From Table 7 , we observe that both distributed REL and pooled REL exhibit good performance under all choices of bandwidth constant. Therefore even under a suboptimal choice of bandwidth constant, the distributed REL still achieves small 2 -error and good support recovery.
Conclusions and Future Directions
In this paper, we address the problem of distributed estimation for high-dimensional linear model with the presence of heavy-tailed noise. The proposed method achieves the same convergence rate as the ideal case with pooled data. Furthermore, we establish the support recovery guarantee of the proposed method. One key insight from this work is that a non-smooth loss can be transformed into a smooth one by constructing a new response. Our method is essentially an iterative refinement approach in a distributed environment, which is superior to the averaging divide-and-conquer scheme.
One important future direction is to further investigate the inference problem. We note that Zhao et al. (2014) first provide the inference result based on averaging de-biased QR local estimators. As we mentioned, this approach might suffer from heavy computational cost and requires a condition on the number of machines. It would be interesting to develop computationally efficient inference approaches without any restriction on the number of machines.
A.2 Proof of Some Technical Lemmas
In this section, we introduce some technical lemmas which will be used in our main proof. Let
Lemma 1. For any γ > 0, there exists a constant c > 0 such that
Proof of Lemma 1. Let
For notation briefness, we denote β * S = (β * 1 , . . . , β * s ) T . For every i, we divide the interval [β * i − a n , β * i + a n ] into n M small subintervals and each has length 2a n /n M , where M is a large positive constant. Therefore, there exists a set of points in R p+1 , {β k , 1 ≤ k ≤ q n } with q n ≤ n M s , such that for any β in the ball |β S − β * S | 2 ≤ a n , we have |β S − β k,S | 2 ≤ 2 √ sa n /n M for some 1 ≤ k ≤ q n and |β k,S − β * S | 2 ≤ a n . We can see that
Denote the right hand of the above equation by G i,k and let E * (·) be the conditional expectation given {X i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Then we have
It is straightforward to conclude that |E(
By the exponential inequality, we can obtain that for any large γ, there exists a constant c such that
It is enough to show that sup j sup k |C n,j (β k )| satisfies the bound in the lemma.
Since the density function of e k is bounded, we have
By the exponential inequality (Lemma 1 in ) and the fact that
We complete the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 2. Assume that (C1)-(C5) hold. Let | β 0 −β * | 2 = O P (a n ) and P(supp( β 0 ) ⊆ S) → 1. Let h ≥ cs(log n)/n for some c > 0 and h = O(a n ). We have
Proof of Lemma 2. Denote S=supp( β 0 ) and let
We have |β * S − β 0,S | 2 = O P (a n ). To prove the proposition, without loss of generality, we can assume that |β * S − β 0,S | 2 ≤ a n and S ⊆ S. It follows that f (0) = D n,h ( β 0 ) and
Recall the definition of {β k , 1 ≤ k ≤ q n } in the proof of Lemma 1. We have
Since max i,j E|X i,j | 2 < ∞ (due to the sub-Gaussian condition (C4)), for any γ > 0, by letting M large enough, we have
It is enough to show that sup k |D n,h (β k )−ED n,h (β k )| and sup k |ED n,h (β k )−f (0)| satisfy the bound in the proposition. Let E * (·) denote the conditional expectation given {X k }. We have
Since sup |α| 2 =1 E|α T X| ≤ C, we have
We have
Since K(x) is bounded, we have, by the exponential inequality (Lemma 1 in ) and the fact that s log n = O(nh), for any γ > 0, there exists a constant C > 0 such that
By letting γ > M , we can obtain that
This completes the proof.
Lemma 3. We have
Proof of Lemma 3 . For a unit ball B in R s , we have the fact that there exist q s balls with centers x 1 , . . . , x qs and radius z (i.e.,
and q s satisfies q s ≤ (1 + 2/z) s . So for any |x| 2 = 1 in the unit sphere, there exists some x i such that |x − x i | 2 ≤ z and so this x i satisfies 1 − z ≤ |x i | 2 ≤ 1 + z. Therefore, there exists a subset K ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , q s } such that {x : |x| 2 = 1} ⊆ ∪ i∈K B i and 1 − z ≤ |x i | 2 ≤ 1 + z for i ∈ K. We have d s := |K| ≤ q s ≤ (1 + 2/z) s .
For any s × s symmetric matrix A, we have
It is enough to prove that
. By the sub-Gaussian condition on X, it is enough to show that
Note that
It suffices to prove that max 1≤j≤p max i∈K
for some positive constants c 1 and c 2 uniformly in i, j. Since s = O(m r ) for some 0 < r < 1/3, we have
This proves max 1≤j≤p max i∈K
A.3 Proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2
We first state a proposition for the proof of our main theorems.
Proposition 2. Assume that (C1)-(C5) hold. Let | β 0 − β * | 2 = O P (a n ) and h a n . We have
Proof of Proposition 2. Recall the definition of U n in (30). For the initial estimator, we have β 0,S c = 0 with high probability. Due to the fact that β * S c = 0 and β 0,S c = 0, by |β * − β 0 | 2 = O P (a n ), we have
For the last term, by Lemma 1, we have | f −1 (0) |U n = O P ( sa n (log n)/n). For the second term of the right hand side, we have
Denote the first term of the right hand side to be H. For the first component of H, by second order Taylor expansion, under (C1) we have
It is standard to show that
Then by Lemma 2 and 3, we have
So we can easily have
Since h a n and sa n = o(1), we prove the proposition.
Proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. First, we show the results for Theorem 1. Define β to be the solution of the following optimization problem:
where θ S c denotes the subset vector with the coordinates of θ in S c . Then there exist sub-gradients Z with | Z| ∞ ≤ 1 such that
It is enough to show that there exist sub-gradients Z that satisfy
|Z S | ∞ ≤ 1 and |Z S c | ∞ < 1, i.e., |Z i | are strictly less than one for i ∈ S c . To construct such Z, we let Z S = Z S and
Lemma 4. Under the conditions in Theorem 1, we have, with probability tending to one, |Z i | ≤ v uniformly for i ∈ S c , for some 0 < v < 1.
Proof of Lemma 4. Recall that
Write (35) as
This implies that
By (38), we have with probability tending to one,
By the choice of λ n , Proposition 2 and a n = O( s(log n)/m),
with probability tending to one. Due to the definition of Z S c , we have that
By the proof of Lemma 3, we can easily get
This yields that
Similarly,
with probability tending to one. Note that P(supp( β 0 ) ⊆ S) → 1, we have
n a n s(log n)/m =O P (1/C 0 ), and
The above arguments, together with (37), imply uniformly for j ∈ S c and some
By Lemma 4, uniformly for i ∈ S c and some v < 1,
with probability tending to one. By this primal-dual witness construction, we have β = β with probability tending to one. Thus
It is easy to see that
due to equation (33) and |Z| ∞ ≤ 1. It is standard to show that for some C > 0,
Note that P(supp( β 0 ) ⊆ S) → 1. By Proposition 2,
Therefore, by letting C 0 in λ n being sufficiently large, we have | Σ 1 (β * − β)| ∞ ≤ 2λ n with probability tending to one. By the following condition
for some c > 0 as s = o((m/ log n) 1/2 ). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. For t = 1, note that we assume | β 0 − β * | 2 = O P ( s log p/m). Then let a n = s log p/m in Theorem 1 and it is easy to see Theorem 2 holds for t = 1. Now suppose Theorem 2 holds for t = k−1 with some k ≥ 2. Then for t = k with initial estimator being β (k−1) , we have a n,k−1 = s log n n + s (2k−1)/2 log n m k/2 . Hence by Theorem 1 again and the condition on s,
This implies that Theorem 2 holds for t = k. Then it completes the proof of Theorem 2.
A.4 Proof of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4
Proof of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4. Theorem 3 (i) and 4 (i) follow directly from the proof of Theorem 1. As for Theorem 3 (ii), note that P( β = β) → 1. Recall
By Equation (36), we obtain that, with probability tending to one, With Lemma 2 and the choice of λ n , we obtain that
log n n + a n s log n m .
Then Theorem 3 (ii) follows from the above and together with the lower bound condition on min j∈S |β * j |. Theorem 4 (ii) follows from the similar proof of Theorem 3 (ii) by replacing the initial estimator as β (t−1) and the lower bound condition on min j∈S |β * j |. 
B Additional Simulations
In this section, we provide additional simulation experiments.
B.1 Effect of the Sparsity
In this section we investigate how the performance of the distributed REL algorithm changes with the sparsity level of the true coefficient β * . We fix the sample size n = 10000 and the local sample size m = 500. Recall that the true coefficient is set to be β * = ( 10 s , 20 s , 30 s , . . . , 10(s − 1) s , 10, 0, 0 . . . , 0).
We vary the sparsity level s in {5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 100} and report the precision, recall and 2 -error. Since the 2 -norm of the true coefficient β * changes with the sparsity level s, we also report the relative 2 -error which is defined by | β − β * | 2 /|β * | 2 . The results are shown in Table 8 , 9 and 10. From the result, we can observe that the 2 -errors of all three estimators become larger as the sparsity level s increases and the distributed REL algorithm performs much better than the Avg-DC algorithm. Moreover, the performance of the distributed REL is very close to the performance of the pooled REL.
B.2 Computation Time Comparison
We further study the computation efficiency of our proposed estimator. We fix the local sample size m, dimension p, and vary the sample size n. In Table 11 , we report the F 1 -score, 2 -error, and the computation time of distributed REL, pooled REL, Avg-DC, and the 1 -regularized QR estimator. We implement the Table 11 we can see that the distributed REL is much faster than the
